labeled as follows:
1st Draft
2nd Draft
3rd Draft
and others (20)

12. Drafts of Lectures 1, 2 and 3
with final versions 1, 2 and 3.

13. Instructions for safe - manila envelope.

14. Tape Recordings (3 reels) of Lecture of 11 Dec 1958 (see item 11 herein) 75

15. Tape Recordings (3 reels) of revised Lecture of 10 Dec 1956 and given 26 April 1960 (see item 16).


17. Certain aspects of "magic" in the cryptological background of the Venona Project: an introduction into the attack.
1. Pearl Harbor, Lie William E. Friedman
17(Ab4) Miscellaneous Papers + Documents Pearl
Harbor Attack (Wm. E. Friedman) Library

19. The Japanese Problem in the Legal
Service by John B. Hart (2 papers)
delivered from Col. J. 20 Nov 56

20. Nagashina file

21. Nagashina Negotiations

22. P.P. - Appellate American Mercury
against COMINT Publicity
dated 5 April 1943 - page 325-419

23. Project RAND - Draft Defense by
Benoit Bredon - 3 Oct 56 copy

93. ASTA Document Number 4012.311
Jan.  Cancelled 31

Jan.  Invoice changed

cut approved

89  Cancelled

33  Cancelled 30

12  Cancelled 22 Report

9 30